
Hängende Osterglocken
Instructions No. 513

Shining daffodils Felt and pearl stars ring in the spring. In combination with
plain white clay pots they look especially pretty.

And so it goes 

Paint the clay pots white inside and outside and let them dry. Now cut the
thick shining cord as suspension and knot several thin shining cords of
different lengths in the middle. Thread wooden beads onto them and fix
them with a knot at the end. Then pull everything through the hole in the
bottom of the clay pot.

For the daffodils you make a Stencil from solid cardboard with the help of the template and cut the flowers from modelling felt. For the typical chalice shape
you bend small hats out of wire mesh, over which you lay the flowers soaked in water to dry. After drying, wipe the edges with orange Handicraft paint .
Now thread white rocailles on the long strands of Pearl Stars and short yellow rocailles. Two strands are connected with an eyelet each and then bent into
shape. Glue the finished Pearl Stars into the felt flower. Now turn a piece of Acetate ribbon to the rose and fix it with wire. Then glue this rose into the pearl
flower. Now cut leaves from Textile felt and glue them with the finished flowers on the pots.

Article number Article name Qty
641265-20 Rocailles "Nacre"Golden yellow 1
641265-80 Rocailles "Nacre"White 2
560085-25 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlOrange 1
560085-80 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlWhite 1
659093-80 Jewellery cord, 5 m x 1mmWhite 1
640527-13 Wood Beads, Ø 15 mmYellow 1
571647-08 Terracotta potsInside-Ø 8 cm, 10 pcs. 1
632300 Mesh wire, mesh size 14x14 mm 1
970014 VBS Assortment of pliers, set of 3 1
120371-06 VBS Flat brush "Easy-Brush"Size 06/6,3 mm 1
640145 Silver wire 0.6 mm, 10 m 1
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